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For years, academics have argued that the undue hardship standard for discharging student loans in bankruptcy is both unduly burdensome and applied in an inconsistent manner. By reviewing a nationwide sample of student loan bankruptcy disputes, this study shows that neither criticism is warranted. First, judges grant a hardship discharge to nearly forty percent of the debtors who seek one. Second, successful debtors differ from their unsuccessful counterparts in three important respects. They are (1) less likely to be employed, (2) more likely to have a medical hardship, and (3) more likely to have lower annual incomes the year before they filed for bankruptcy. The real failing of the student loan discharge process is lack of participation by those in need. Incredibly, only 0.1 percent of student loan debtors who have filed for bankruptcy attempt to discharge their student loans. That statistic is even more surprising in light of this article’s finding that a debtor does not need to hire an attorney to be successful. In fact, debtors without attorneys were just as likely to receive hardship discharges of their student loan debt as were those debtors who had counsel. Ultimately, the low rate at which debtors request hardship discharges shows that, although the system is broken, many of its flaws stem from a failing not previously discussed in the literature.

INTRODUCTION

Every week, it seems, newspapers publish profiles of recent graduates who cannot afford to pay back their loans. Given the sheer amount of out-
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standing federal and private student loan debt ($1 trillion)\(^2\) and the high ten-year default rate (10\%),\(^3\) these profiles are representative of a substantial number of graduates. The recent recession has only further exacerbated the problem.

Generally, one solution to insurmountable debts is to declare bankruptcy. However, student loans cannot be discharged through normal bankruptcy proceedings.\(^4\) Instead, Congress requires debtors to file an adversary proceeding.\(^5\) During the adversary proceeding, debtors have the additional burden of proving that repaying their student loans would constitute an “undue hardship.”\(^6\) More specifically, the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 states that a bankruptcy proceeding “does not discharge an individual debtor from any [educational] debt . . . unless excepting such debt from discharge under this paragraph would impose an undue hardship on the debtor and the debtor’s dependents.”\(^7\) Because Congress failed to define “undue hardship,” courts have been forced to provide their own interpretations.\(^8\)

Although judges devised numerous tests,\(^9\) in recent years, the Brunner standard has come to dominate the field. This test, first set forth in Brunner v. New York State Higher Education Services Corp.,\(^10\) requires the debtor to establish the following three elements:

1. that the debtor cannot maintain, based on current income and ex-
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penses, a “minimal” standard of living for herself and her dependents if forced to repay the loans;
(2) that additional circumstances exist indicating that this state of affairs is likely to persist for a significant portion of the repayment period of the student loans; and
(3) that the debtor has made good faith efforts to repay the loans. 11

Detailed treatment of these provisions can be found elsewhere. 12 For present purposes, the reader need only know that the three prongs require the debtor to show (1) a current inability to repay the loans, (2) a future inability to repay the loans, and (3) a good faith effort to repay the loans. 13 When interpreting these elements, many courts have held that the debtor must have more than “temporary financial adversity,” but the situation need not be one of “utter hopelessness.” 14

The Brunner test has been officially adopted in nine circuits. 15 The two holdouts are the First and Eighth Circuits. Whereas the Eighth Circuit employs a more holistic totality of the circumstances test, 16 the First Circuit has not settled the issue, thus allowing lower courts to use either approach. 17 Although the tests are doctrinally quite distinct, my analyses did not find any statistically significant differences between outcomes in Brunner circuits and the Eighth Circuit. Identical debtors filing in a Brunner circuit and a totality of the circumstances circuit should expect similar outcomes. 18 For this reason, the article will focus its discussion on the Brunner standard.

In the legal literature, scholars have devoted substantial time to arguing both the merits of the Brunner test and Congress’ decision to impose the undue hardship standard on student loans. 19 Nearly all authors agree that

---

11 Id. at 396.
13 I borrow this terminology from Pardo & Lacey, infra note 18, at 496.
17 This finding is supported by previous research. See Rafael I. Pardo & Michelle R. Lacey, Undue Hardship in the Bankruptcy Courts: An Empirical Assessment of the Discharge of Educational Debt, 74 U. CIN. L. REV. 487 (2005).
18 See, e.g., Huey, supra note 9, at 112–28; Charles Booker, The Undue Hardship of Education, 39 J.L. & EDUC. 273, 278–79 (2010) (suggesting a modification to the second prong of the Brunner test); Robert B. Milligan, Putting an End to Judicial Lawmaking: Abolishing the Undue Hardship Exception for Student Loans in Bankruptcy, 34 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 221, 254 (2000) (arguing that Congress should “[e]liminate[e] the undue hardship exception with a bright-line rule of non-dischargeability coupled with the Department of Education’s Income Contingent Repayment Plan [to] bring uniformity and efficiency to this area of...
the undue hardship requirement is both unduly burdensome and inconsistently applied. Instead of rehashing these debates via normative arguments, this paper uses quantitative analysis to determine whether the undue hardship standard warrants such harsh criticism. To date, this area has been largely unexplored. In the past few years, Rafael Pardo and Michelle Lacey have conducted the most extensive empirical work on student loan discharges.

In their first empirical study of student loan discharge, Pardo and Lacey examined published court opinions and found three statistically significant differences between debtors who received discharges and those who did not. Successful debtors (1) had lower monthly incomes, (2) had lower monthly expenses, and (3) were more likely to have a medical problem or have a dependent with a medical problem. Given the few dissimilarities between successful and unsuccessful discharge seekers, they concluded that the undue hardships are not uniformly applied. Even courts have claimed that undue hardship analysis is not uniformly applied. See Speer v. Educ. Credit Mgmt. Corp. (In re Speer), 272 B.R. 186, 191 (Bankr. W.D. Tex. 2001) ("The application of this standard requires each court to apply its own intuitive sense of what 'undue hardship' means on a case-by-case basis. With so many Solomons hearing the cases, it is no wonder the results have varied.")

20 See, e.g., Edward Paul Canterbury, The Discharge of Student Loans in Bankruptcy: A Debtor's Guide to Obtaining Relief, 32 Ohio N.U. L. Rev. 149, 149 (2006) (The undue hardship standard "has produced unpredictable and unfair results due to Congress' failure to adequately define the contours of the standard."); Robert C. Cloud, When Does Repaying a Student Loan Become an Undue Hardship?, 185 Educ. L. Rep. 783, 784 (2004) (claiming that "many bankruptcy courts have interpreted undue hardship harshly and narrowly"); Jennifer L. Frattini, The Dischargeability of Student Loans: An Undue Burden, 17 Bankr. Dev. J. 537, 538 (2001) (arguing that "inequitable and detrimental effects . . . can result from judicial interpretations of undue hardship"); Katheryn E. Hancock, A Certainty of Hopelessness: Debt, Depression, and the Discharge of Student Loans Under the Bankruptcy Code, 33 Law & Psycho. Rev. 151, 165 (2009) ("The current body of case law may contain standards, but the way in which these standards are applied leads to decisions that are not uniform and many times unfair."); Robert F. Salvin, Student Loans, Bankruptcy, and the Fresh Start Policy: Must Debtors be Impoverished to Discharge Student Loans?, 71 Tul. L. Rev. 139, 149 n.64 (1996) ("The variations [of the undue hardship test] that exist from court to court are staggering. Even courts purporting to use the same test will differ in the subtleties with which the test is applied."). Even courts have claimed that undue hardship analysis is not uniformly applied. See supra note 12; Pardo, supra note 15; Pardo & Lacey, supra note 18.

21 See Pardo & Lacey, supra note 12; Pardo, supra note 15; Pardo & Lacey, supra note 18.

22 See Pardo & Lacey, supra note 18, at 433–38.

23 See Pardo & Lacey, supra note 18, at 481–86 ("The percentage of unhealthy debtors among the discharge group is substantially higher than among the nondischarge group. Furthermore, within the subset of unhealthy debtors, the discharge group includes a greater proportion of debtors who suffered from a work-limiting medical condition. Finally, among those debtors with dependents, the proportion of those responsible for an unhealthy family member is more than twice as large as in the discharge group.").
hardship standard is applied inconsistently and is largely based on a judge’s personal sentiments.24 Unfortunately, because judges choose not to publish opinions for most adversary proceedings, this study’s generalizability is rather limited.25 Indeed, for more than ninety percent of the proceedings in my sample, judges declined to publish a court opinion.

In a more recent piece, Pardo and Lacey examined student loan discharges in the Western District of Washington.26 Seeking to fill some gaps in their original study, they looked beyond published opinions, this time relying on filings in adversary proceedings. Because that method is not limited to judicial opinions, it yields a sample that is more representative of the population of student loan debtors who sought discharges. However, the results are only generalizable to the extent that this single district is representative of the nation as a whole.27 In that study, Pardo and Lacey found that discharge decisions largely depend upon which judge rules on a given case. Additionally, they found that debtors with “highly experienced” attorneys were more likely to obtain discharges. The influence of these nondoctrinal case characteristics on discharge outcomes led Pardo and Lacey to conclude that financial hardship is a less important factor than it should be.28

My study expands upon prior research in several respects. First, I draw my data from a nationwide sample of adversary proceedings. This broader geographic scope means that my results are more generalizable. In addition, this method allowed me to determine how frequently people in bankruptcy actually attempt to discharge their student loans. The answer was surprising: barely 0.1 percent of student loan debtors in bankruptcy sought to discharge their educational debts. This figure illustrates the central flaw in the system: 99.9 percent of bankrupt student loan debtors do not even try to discharge their student loans.

Second, I include all adversary proceeding outcomes in my study. Existing research has been limited to cases that were either settled or reached a trial verdict.29 However, because default judgments and dismissals occur nearly as often as settlements and trial verdicts, omitting these alternative
outcomes leaves the researcher with an incomplete view of student loan discharge. After all, someone whose case was dismissed received just as little relief as a person who lost at trial. Likewise, a default judgment provides the same amount of relief as a trial victory. In fact, it is even better for debtors because they do not have to spend time litigating the dispute.

This article’s third contribution is that it compares the financial and demographic characteristics of discharge seekers with those of non-discharge seekers. Throughout this paper, I refer to those debtors who filed an adversary proceeding with the hope of discharging their student loan debt as “discharge seekers.” Likewise, I use “non-discharge seekers” to signify the debtors who filed for bankruptcy but did not seek to discharge their student loans.

The comparison between these two groups reveals that tens of thousands of non-discharge seekers are as bad off financially as the typical discharge seeker. This suggests that many more debtors could obtain relief if they filed an adversary proceeding to request a discharge. Instead of arguing about the burdensome nature of the undue hardship standard, academics, policymakers, journalists, and consumer advocates alike should encourage more non-discharge seekers to file adversary proceedings to discharge their student loans.

My study’s final contribution is its examination of whether differences exist among three broad groups of discharge-seeking debtors: those who received (1) no discharges, (2) partial discharges, or (3) full discharges. Previous research used much finer distinctions and was, therefore, unable to find much consistency in decisions. By examining coarser gradients, I make it easier to determine whether any financial or demographic characteristics are truly predictive of receipt of a discharge. I chose the three aforementioned groupings because they closely align with a judge’s decision-making process. When ruling on a student loan case, judges must generally decide whether the debtor should receive any relief, and if so, whether the debtor should get a full or partial discharge.

Given the small sample size available, it is difficult to find meaningful differences between debtors who received similar amounts of relief. After all, even the most eloquent judge would find it hard to articulate precisely why
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30My sample contained ninety dismissals and four default judgments for a total of ninety-four. By contrast, there were sixty-seven settlements, four summary judgments, and forty trial verdicts, for a total of 111. By choosing to exclude dismissals and default judgments, Pardo and Lacey disregarded approximately half of the observations.

31Although the vast majority of circuits allow for partial discharges, the Third Circuit has taken an “all or nothing” approach and refuses to grant them. Some circuit courts have not addressed the issue, and therefore, district court judges in these circuits have been left to decide the issue themselves. See e.g., In re Kapinos, 243 B.R. 271 (W.D. Va. 2000) (citing to an extensive list of court opinions allowing for partial discharges).
there were minor differences in discharge percentages between two debtors. Admittedly, having a sufficiently large sample size would resolve this problem. Unfortunately, there are simply not enough student loan discharges to iron out that issue. Prior to my research, the most comprehensive study examined just 46 cases. Even at 207 cases, my sample size is too small for a regression to detect fine-grade differences in discharge outcomes.

However, by using the three groups identified above, my regressions do identify three variables that are predictive of discharge: (1) whether the debtor has a medical hardship, (2) whether the debtor is employed, and (3) the debtor’s income the year before filing bankruptcy. These variables match the first two prongs of the Brunner test quite closely and show that there is some degree of consistency in the judicial decisions. Debtors in bad economic positions are more likely to get relief. This finding of judicial consistency bolsters my argument that the major flaw in the system is not inconsistent application of the undue hardship standard, but rather the fact that 99.9 percent of student loan debtors in bankruptcy never attempt to get a discharge.

Given that the cost of pursuing a student loan discharge is relatively low compared to the cost of filing bankruptcy, this statistic is even more surprising. Add on the fact that there is no statistically significant difference in outcomes between debtors without attorneys and debtors with attorneys, and one cannot help but wonder why more people in bankruptcy do not seek to discharge their student loans. Ultimately, it seems that bankruptcy filers’ lack of accurate knowledge of the system is the main problem.

Part I of this paper details the methodology behind my data collection, and Part II presents the study’s findings. First, I compare the attributes of discharge seekers and non-discharge seekers. Then I estimate regression models to determine which variables are correlated with receipt of a discharge. Part III discusses the implications of my findings.

I. METHODOLOGY

To locate adversary proceedings for this study, I used Public Access to Court Electronic Records (PACER), an online, government-run database that stores case information for U.S. bankruptcy courts. Although each court maintains its own database, the PACER Case Locator permits searches that
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32Pardo & Lacey, supra note 12, at 214.
33The first two prongs require a current inability to repay and a future inability to repay. See supra text accompanying note 11.
34In my sample, forty-three percent of debtors without attorneys received a discharge versus thirty-eight percent of debtors with attorneys.
encompass multiple judicial districts. This multi-district search allowed me to collect a nationwide sample.

My first step was to restrict the search fields to bankruptcy cases filed in the year 2007. I chose 2007 because, at the time of data collection (October 2010), it was the most recent year for which nearly all of the proceedings had been resolved. As of the date of this writing (June 2011), only one student loan adversary proceeding from the 2007 sample was still pending.

Through use of the party name field, I further limited the results to adversary proceedings involving major education lenders. This step was necessary because PACER’s search capabilities are quite limited. Notably, no way exists to restrict results to student loan discharges or even to locate adversary proceedings more generally.

Given PACER’s deficiencies, the most efficient way to gather a nationwide sample of student loan debtors was to limit the search by specific education loan holders. Because of their dominance of the student loan market, I restricted the search results to cases involving at least one of the ten largest education loan holders: Sallie Mae, Citi Student Loans, National Education Loan Network, Wells Fargo Education Financial Services, Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency, Wachovia Education Finance, JP Morgan Chase Bank, College Loan Corporation, and Student Loan Xpress.36 I ran a separate search for each of these creditors using the “Party Name” field.

Collectively, in 2007, these ten lenders held 71.2 percent of all student loans.37 In addition to the companies already listed, I also searched for “Educational Credit Management Corporation.” Because this entity is the nation’s largest guarantor of education loans and plays a role in more than half of all student loan cases,38 leaving it out would have led me to severely undercount the true number of cases.39

For every adversary proceeding in the search results, I opened the docket report and looked at the Nature of Suit. The Nature of Suit is a designation that the courts use to classify the matter in dispute.40 If the Nature of Suit

---


37Id.

38See Pardo & Lacey, supra note 12, at 209 (finding that Educational Credit Management Corporation was involved in fifty-eight percent of the student loan proceedings in their study).

39In many proceedings, only Educational Credit Management Corporation, and not the actual debt holder, appeared on the docket.

40Student loan proceedings have the following Nature of Suit designation: “63 Dischargeability - 523(a)(8), student loan.” Individual district court databases do have a limited “Nature of Suit” search function. Unfortunately, it is impossible to search by the Nature of Suit code for student loan cases. This is likely because the relevant Nature of Suit code only appears on the adversary proceeding docket, not on the docket for the main bankruptcy case.
indicated the debtor was seeking to discharge student loans, I included the proceeding in my sample.

Only 217 adversary proceedings involved a debtor pursuing a student loan discharge. For each of these 217 proceedings, I collected approximately fifty variables related to the debtor’s financial and demographic characteristics and the proceeding’s disposition. To construct this dataset, I compiled information from both the student loan adversary proceeding and its associated bankruptcy case. Most of the financial and demographic variables were available on Schedules A–J. I gathered the remaining variables by examining the complaint in the adversary proceeding. When available, I also collected data from final settlement agreements and judicial opinions.

Although most debtors filed only one adversary proceeding, four debtors filed separate complaints against each of their student loan creditors. So no person would be counted multiple times and skew the results, I consolidated these multiple filings into single observations. Because the judge and financial information for each debtor remained constant across the multiple filings, this was a simple process. It required aggregating the amount of educational debt sought to be discharged and doing the same for the amount of debt that actually was discharged. Taking these steps brought the four debtors who filed multiple proceedings into conformity with the rest of my sample.

I excluded six cases from the sample because PACER lacked the schedules required to code a usable observation. These empty dockets, which Pardo and Lacey have dubbed “skeleton proceedings”, occur for cases that were commenced before a given court began accepting electronic filings. Finally, I eliminated one case because it was still pending as of this writing. Due to these measures, my final dataset declined from 217 to 207 observations.

In my sample, a broad swath of the judiciary is represented. Cases are distributed among the circuits in the following manner: First – 6.8%, Second – 5.8%, Third – 7.7%, Fourth – 3.9%, Fifth – 5.8%, Sixth – 11.6%, Seventh – 5.8%, Eighth – 16%, Ninth – 18.8%, Tenth – 9.7%, Eleventh – 7.7%, and

---

41The adversary proceeding contains filings directly related to the student loan dispute. The associated bankruptcy case contains broader and more detailed financial information that is related to the debtor’s general bankruptcy petition.

42These schedules present a detailed picture of debtors’ financial positions at the time they file for bankruptcy. The information contained in each schedule is as follows: (A) real property, (B) personal property, (C) property claimed as exempt, (D) creditors holding secured claims, (E) creditors holding unsecured priority claims, (F) creditors holding unsecured nonpriority claims, (G) executory contracts and unexpired leases, (H) codebtors, (I) current income of individual debtor(s), and (J) current expenditures of individual debtor(s).

43I borrow the term from Pardo & Lacey, supra note 12, at 203 n.113.

44See Pardo & Lacey, supra note 12, at 203.
D.C. - 0.5%. One hundred and twenty-nine judges and seventy-three of the ninety-four judicial districts are represented. Although the bulk of my study relies upon these 207 student loan proceedings, the 2007 Consumer Bankruptcy Project, which is a national sample of consumer bankruptcy cases, proved invaluable in making the findings detailed in Part II.A.

II. FINDINGS

A. WHO PURSUES A DISCHARGE?

This section examines which debtors actually pursue student loan discharges. The first subpart shows that the overwhelming majority of bankruptcy filers with student loans do not attempt to discharge them. The second subpart compares debtors who sought relief with those who did not. Similarities between the two groups indicate that tens of thousands more bankruptcy filers would likely be successful if they tried to discharge their student loans in adversary proceedings.

1. The Potential Filers

In 2007, the year of this study’s focus, there were 822,590 consumer bankruptcy filings. Of these debtors, approximately 238,446 (29%) owed student loans. To arrive at this number, I calculated the percentage of debtors in the Consumer Bankruptcy Project who had student loans. I then multiplied that figure (29%) by the total number of consumer bankruptcy filings (822,590). The result was 238,446.

Next, I needed to approximate how many debtors in bankruptcy owed student loans to the creditors in my study (i.e. the ten largest student loan holders and Educational Credit Management Corporation). To do so, I made the assumption that student loan borrowers file for bankruptcy at similar rates regardless of which entity is currently holding their loans. I then multiplied the estimated number of student loan borrowers in bankruptcy (238,446) by 71.2 percent, the percentage of student loan debt held by the
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45The principal investigators of the project are David Himmelstein, Melissa Jacoby, Robert Lawless, Angela Littwin, Katherine Porter, John Pottow, Teresa Sullivan, Deborah Thorne, Elizabeth Warren, and Steffie Woolhandler.


48Some may argue that this assumption is untenable if, for instance, certain student-loan creditors have better repayment plans or are more likely to permit forbearance. However, because student loans are generally but one part of a person’s decision to file for bankruptcy, the leniency of student loan creditors will be determinative in very few cases.
creditors in my study. The resulting figure estimates that, in 2007, there were 169,774 bankrupt debtors who owed student loans to at least one of the ten lenders in my study. Because I designed my searches to capture anyone from this population who sought to discharge their student loans, this number also estimates the entire population of bankruptcy filers eligible to be in my sample. Of these 169,774 debtors, only 217 (0.1%) filed an adversary proceeding for the purpose of discharging their student loans.

Those debtors who did file adversary proceedings were relatively successful. Half of them received some type of relief. More specifically, the remedies were as follows: fifty-one (25% of the entire sample) full discharges, thirty (14%) partial discharges, and twenty-five (12%) administrative repayment plans. Despite the availability of these remedies, debtors who received any form of relief constituted less than 0.1 percent of student loan borrowers in bankruptcy. Figure 1 uses a flow chart to depict this information visually.

Figure 1: The Path of Student Loan Debtors in Bankruptcy

The chart shows data for all cases filed in 2007 that involved the following student loan creditors: Sallie Mae, Citi Student Loans, National Education Loan Network, Brazos Group, Wells Fargo Education Financial Services, Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency, Wachovia Education Finance, JP Morgan Chase Bank, College Loan Corporation, Student Loan Xpress, and Educational Credit Management Corporation. In 2007, these entities held 71.2 percent of all student loans.
At a glance, three theories could explain why such a small percentage of bankrupt debtors seek to discharge their student loans. First, lenders may be granting discharges outside of the bankruptcy process. However, because federally guaranteed loans can be discharged only by bankruptcy courts, this out-of-bankruptcy discharge is restricted to private loans and therefore, unlikely to be a common occurrence. Less than fifteen percent of borrowers have private student loans, and most of those take out private loans only after they have exhausted the federally guaranteed options. In addition, private lenders have little reason to negotiate with borrowers. After all, they can easily dissuade debtors from filing by just directing them to the widespread media reports that contend student loans are all but impossible to discharge.

A second possible reason for such a low filing rate is that debtors might frequently turn to administrative remedies for assistance. Indeed, in my sample, twenty-five borrowers ultimately pursued an administrative remedy, with the most popular being the William D. Ford Income Contingent Repayment Plan. Such remedies, however, are poor substitutes for bankruptcy discharges. Whereas bankruptcy relief is immediate, administrative remedies require debtors to make payments on their loans for twenty-five years before receiving a discharge, and even after that time is up, the discharged debt is treated as taxable income. For these reasons, I categorize administrative remedies as a form of “no relief” in the rest of this article.

A third reason why debtors might decline to file adversary proceedings is that they simply do not think they will be able to discharge their student loans in bankruptcy. For years, the message in both popular media and academic journals has been that it is extremely difficult to meet the undue hardship threshold. One article in The New York Times went so far as to
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51. Letter from Eric Solomon, Assistant Sec’y for Tax Policy, Dep’t of the Treasury, to Sander Levin, Member of the House of Representatives (Sep. 19, 2008) (available at http://www.finaid.org/loans/20080919treasurylevinforgiveness.pdf) (“[L]oan forgiveness under HEA §§ 455(e) [Income-Contingent Repayment] and 493(c)(7) [Income-Based Repayment] does not satisfy requirements for income exclusion under Code § 108(f).”).
contend that “The cases are so harsh in measuring what an undue hardship is that anybody who is working and maintaining any kind of home life has very little chance of discharging these things in bankruptcy.”53 Such bleak reports have produced a chilling effect that deters debtors from pursuing student loan discharges. These harsh warnings hurt two types of debtors. First, they convince people who already are in bankruptcy not to file an adversary proceeding to seek relief from their student loans. Second, they discourage people whose debt is primarily comprised of student loans from filing for bankruptcy in the first place. After all, why would a person who has a lot of student loan debt file if he believes that none of it will be discharged in bankruptcy.

In each case, the rational debtor weighs the lawyer’s fees and court time against the perceived miniscule chance of success. From this simple analysis, most people likely would conclude that the costs far outweigh the expected benefits.

This calculation, however, is based on two incorrect premises. First, the common belief that it is nearly impossible to discharge student loans is wrong. Although the standard is certainly not lenient, it is frequently met. For instance, in my sample, twenty-five percent of debtors received full discharges and an additional fourteen percent received partial discharges.

The second misconception is that lawyers are necessary. Surprisingly, they are not. In fact, in my sample, pro se debtors were actually more likely to receive discharges than their counterparts who were represented by counsel (43% vs. 38%). This is not to say that attorneys add no value in these cases. Instead, it proves that hiring an attorney is not a prerequisite to obtaining relief. Both of these findings will be discussed further in Part III, but first, I present some broader descriptive statistics that illustrate the characteristics of student loan debtors.

2. Descriptive Statistics

This section examines the demographic and financial characteristics of the debtors in my sample. The data in the accompanying tables show that student loan debtors are in dismal financial positions. This section also compares discharge seekers in my study to a random sample of 653 non-discharge seekers.54
From Figure 2, one can see that the modal characteristics among discharge seekers are as follows: female (68%), unmarried (68%), employed (60%), no dependents (54%), and medical hardship (51%). Of particular note is the disproportionate percentage of discharge seekers who are female (68%). This figure is substantially higher than the percentage of people in bankruptcy who are female (56%); however, it is in line with the percentage of student loan debtors in bankruptcy who are female (66%).

Figure 2: Percentage of Student Loan Debtors with Certain Demographic Characteristics

The fact that substantially more women than men seek educational discharges can likely be attributed to the gender disparities in post-secondary enrollment and student loan debt borrowing. Since 1991, women have outnumbered men on college campuses. At present, women account for fifty-seven percent of college enrollment and earn fifty-seven percent of bachelor’s degrees. This figure has remained constant for the past ten years. Turning

---

55Both these figures are according to data from the CBP.
to graduate school, the balance is similarly tilted, with women constituting approximately sixty percent of the enrollment.58

This discrepancy does not entirely account for the data in my sample. Two additional aspects must be considered. First, among lower socioeconomic status families, female students outnumber male students at even higher rates than average, while the ratio among wealthier families is far less skewed.59 Second, a greater percentage of female students incur student loan debt. At the master’s level, forty-seven percent of women have student loans, compared to thirty-eight percent of men.60 For women and men at the doctoral level, the numbers are thirty-seven percent and twenty-seven percent, respectively.61

Substantially more women than men enroll in post-secondary programs. On top of that, proportionally more women than men take out student loans. Given these enrollment and borrowing differences, it is easy to see why more women than men are attempting to discharge their student loans through bankruptcy.

A couple other noteworthy demographic characteristics are the mean age (49) and median age (48.5) of debtors in my sample. These figures show that most filers are well beyond the traditional college age. Because Congress enacted the undue hardship standard to prevent abusive filings by recent college graduates, such a finding is important. At the time Congress passed the undue hardship provision, many politicians feared that young people would borrow substantial sums to pay for college and then discharge their student loans in bankruptcy right after graduation.62 My data shows that this is not a problem today.

Two more highlights from Figure 2 are the sixty percent employment rate and the fifty-one percent medical hardship rate of discharge seekers. Just by looking at the unemployment and medical statistics, one can see that these debtors are in pretty bad positions, but how do they compare to people who did not attempt to discharge their student loans?

First, discharge seekers are considerably more likely to be unmarried, be

61COUNCIL OF GRADUATE SCHOOLS, supra note 60.
62See Robert C. Cloud, When Does Repaying a Student Loan Become an Undue Hardship?, 185 EDUC. L. REP. 783 (2004) (noting that “[t]here was a perception in Congress that an unacceptable number of student debtors were filing for bankruptcy after graduation (and on the eve of lucrative careers) seeking to discharge their federal loans. [M]any in Congress [viewed] such actions [as] ‘tantamount to fraud.’”).
unemployed, and have a medical hardship. These three characteristics indicate greater levels of adversity for discharge seekers. Of all the variables in the table, dependents is the only one in which non-discharge seekers are worse off (they are more likely to have dependents). On balance, the demographic characteristics seem to show that discharge seekers have a greater degree of hardship. Nonetheless, there is significant overlap between both groups, and this will become even more apparent after we explore the groups’ respective financial characteristics.

Figure 3 provides financial information for both discharge seekers and non-discharge seekers. Except for the two variables discussed in the next paragraph, I gathered all of the data for Figure 3 from Schedules A–J and the Statement of Financial Affairs in the associated bankruptcy case. Since most debtors filed an adversary proceeding within six months of their initial voluntary petition, there is little reason to suspect that the debtors’ financial status changed appreciably during the intervening time. An additional reason reinforced my decision to gather data from the associated bankruptcy case: for cases that did not go to trial, even the most basic financial data is frequently absent from the adversary proceeding docket.

Figure 3: Financial Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Discharge Seekers</th>
<th>Non-Discharge Seekers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Income</td>
<td>1,704</td>
<td>1,932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Expenses</td>
<td>1,997</td>
<td>2,268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposable Income</td>
<td>-49</td>
<td>-329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Year Income</td>
<td>21,734</td>
<td>23,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Assets</td>
<td>13,211</td>
<td>79,969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Liabilities</td>
<td>120,866</td>
<td>214,445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Debt</td>
<td>47,610</td>
<td>80,746</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I collected two variables (Educational Debt and Amount Discharged) from documents filed in the adversary proceeding. For Educational Debt, I examined the following, in order of preference: (1) judicial opinion, (2) joint statement of facts, and (3) complaint. To find Amount Discharged, I reviewed either the judicial opinion or stipulation for entry of discharge, depending on whether the case went to trial or was settled.

63The “associated bankruptcy case” is the Chapter 7 or Chapter 13 case that is connected to the debtor’s adversary proceeding. In other words, it is the case inside of which the debtor filed the adversary lawsuit seeking the hardship discharge.

64I chose this order because it corresponds to the reliability of the respective documents. First, the judicial opinion is the most reliable because it is issued by an unbiased judge after both parties have had an opportunity to present their sides of the dispute. Next, the joint statement of facts is a stipulation of facts to which both parties agree. Finally, since the complaint is authored by one party (the debtor), it is the most likely to be inaccurate.
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Figure 3 shows that the average discharge seeker has a monthly income of $1,932 which equates to an average annual income of just over $23,000. Twenty-seven percent of discharge seekers are living below the poverty line and the average monthly disposable income of discharge seekers is negative $329.

These low incomes are not one-year flukes. A review of the Statements of Financial Affairs shows that, for the two years preceding bankruptcy, discharge seekers averaged annual salaries of $23,850 and $23,973, respectively. To make matters worse, these debtors are highly leveraged. The average discharge seeker has nearly three times the amount of liabilities as assets, and the median debtor fares even worse, with a liabilities-to-assets ratio approaching ten-to-one. By any reasonable metric, these filers are in extreme financial distress.

Now that we have a sense of discharge seekers, we can compare them with non-discharge seekers. In nearly every category, both the mean and median values indicate that discharge seekers have higher levels of financial distress than non-discharge seekers. They make less money, own fewer assets, and have more liabilities, including educational debt.

Non-discharge seekers are in relatively better financial positions. However, this certainly does not mean they are in desirable economic shape. Their disposable income averages just twenty-nine dollars a month, and their liabilities exceed their assets.

The groups are not as distinct as they may seem at first glance. The large standard deviations indicate that there is a high degree of variance within each population and that there is more overlap between the two populations than the means and medians convey by themselves.

Using data from the Consumer Bankruptcy Project, I found that twelve percent of non-discharge seekers have at least as much educational debt as the median discharge seeker. At the time of filing, thirty-one percent of non-discharge seekers had monthly incomes below the median discharge seeker’s, and in the year before bankruptcy, forty-four percent of non-discharge seekers earned less than the median discharge seeker earned. Finally, a full thirty-seven percent of non-discharge seekers had disposable incomes below that of the median discharge seeker. These figures show that there is quite a bit of

65 For each debtor, I calculated the poverty line based on household size. For the forty-eight contiguous states and D.C., the 2007 poverty line was $10,210 plus $3,480 for each additional member of the household. Alaska and Hawaii have slightly modified poverty lines. See The 2007 HHS Poverty Guidelines, U.S. DEP’T HEALTH & HUM. SERVICES, http://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty/07poverty.shtml (last modified Jan. 29, 2010).
66 I calculated monthly disposable income for each debtor by subtracting monthly expenses (Schedule J, Line 18) from monthly income (Schedule I, Line 16).
67 I used the 2007 Consumer Bankruptcy Project to determine all Figure 3 characteristics of non-discharge seekers.
similarity between both groups of debtors. Later in the paper, I discuss this comparison in greater detail.68

Now that we have seen the financial distress that both discharge seekers and non-discharge seekers experience, the next section will set about determining what factors influence whether a debtor receives a discharge.

B. WHO OBTAINS A DISCHARGE?

Of the 207 debtors in my sample, eighty-one (39%) discharged some portion of their student loans. Their relief came in several forms, the most common being through settlement with their student loan creditors. That happened in fifty-six cases (27%). In twenty cases (10%), judges delivered a trial verdict that granted a discharge. Finally, four cases (2%) terminated by default judgment, and one (0.5%) ended in summary judgment.

This section explores what characteristics made these debtors successful and whether those characteristics were the same ones that courts, through judicial opinions, have identified as important undue hardship determinants. To answer these questions, I first employ several statistical tests to identify which variables warrant further inspection. Then I use an ordered logistic regression69 to determine whether that significance persists after controlling for other relevant variables.

As discussed earlier, in order to satisfy the undue hardship standard, debtors must prove they (1) have a current inability to repay, (2) have a future inability to repay, and (3) made a good faith effort to repay.70 The tests in this section are designed to determine whether indicators of these elements are correlated with student loan discharges.

To begin, I employ the Spearman rank correlation71 to determine the correlation between the percentage of debt discharged and each of the following household financial characteristics: (1) monthly income, (2) monthly expenses, (3) disposable income, (4) poverty ratio,72 (5) prior year income, and (6) assets

68See infra Part III.
69See infra pages 22–24.
70This is Pardo and Lacey’s restatement of the Brunner test which I adopt in this article. See supra text accompanying notes 9–14.
71Although Pearson’s r is the most common correlation coefficient, I cannot determine that statistic from my sample. One of the assumptions underlying Pearson’s r is normality. However, since the percent discharges in my sample are overrepresented at the maximum (100%) and minimum (0%) possible values, my data does not satisfy this assumption. For this reason, I chose to use the Spearman rank correlation. This is a nonparametric test and, as such, does not make the distributional assumption of normality. For a more detailed description of the Spearman rank correlation, see generally DOUGLAS G. ALTMAN, PRACTICAL STATISTICS FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH 285–88 (1991).
72The poverty ratio is calculated by dividing the debtor’s household income by the poverty line established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The poverty line varies based on the number of dependents a debtor claims. See U.S. DEP’T OF HEALTH AND HUM. SERVICES, supra note 65.
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minus liabilities. Each of these six factors is closely related to a debtor’s current inability to repay outstanding student loans.

Contrary to Pardo and Lacey’s findings,73 my results indicate that several current inability metrics are correlated with higher discharge percentages. More specifically, lower monthly income (p = .0250), lower monthly expenses (p = .0108), and lower prior year income (p = .0058) are all correlated with higher discharge percentages. These findings are displayed in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Percentage of Debt Discharged by Financial Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Percentage of Debt Discharged</th>
<th>Spearman’s rho</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Income</td>
<td>-0.1585</td>
<td>0.0250</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Expenses</td>
<td>-0.1802</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
<td>199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposable Income</td>
<td>0.0470</td>
<td>0.5095</td>
<td>199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Year Income</td>
<td>-0.1968</td>
<td>0.0058</td>
<td>195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty Ratio</td>
<td>-0.0829</td>
<td>0.2458</td>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assets – Liabilities</td>
<td>0.0875</td>
<td>0.2177</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding monthly expenses, one’s expectation may be that the opposite should be true. Debtors with higher expenses are carrying greater financial burdens and therefore, should be better candidates for discharge. A possible explanation is that judges rely more heavily on a debtor’s income than on his expenses to determine whether undue hardship exists. If this is true and income is the more important factor, the high degree of correlation between income and expenses (0.802) may indicate why higher expenses are correlated with lower percentage discharges. Although judges have not generally held that student loan discharge requires “utter hopelessness,” they have made it clear that debtors will not receive discharges “merely because repayment of the borrowed funds would require some major personal and financial sacrifices.”74 Likewise, debtors are not entitled to discharges merely because repayment of their student loans would force them to live below a middle class standard.75 With this in mind, it seems possible that judges believe that debtors with higher expenses are better able to cut their expenses while still remaining well above a situation that would necessitate a discharge.

Although there is substantial overlap between the characteristics that determine one’s current inability to repay and those that predict one’s future inability to repay, there are some factors that are particularly indicative of future inability. These include whether the debtor (1) claims a medical hard-

73See Pardo & Lacey, supra note 12, at 215–16 (finding that no current inability measures are correlated with higher discharge percentages).
75See id. at 889.
ship,\textsuperscript{76} (2) is employed,\textsuperscript{77} (3) is sixty or older, (4) has dependents, (5) is married, or (6) has graduated from the school for which the loans were borrowed. These six characteristics are good measures of a debtor’s future inability to pay because they are forward-looking with regard to a debtor’s earning capacity and expenses. For instance, someone who is sixty years or older is unlikely to have as many working years left as a person in his twenties; caring for dependents is a long-term responsibility; a married person is more likely to live in a dual-income household; and additional education generally increases a person’s earning potential.

I used a nonparametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test\textsuperscript{78} to determine the association between these six characteristics and the median percentage of debt that was discharged. Figure 5 displays the results and shows that the first four of these variables are statistically significant. Debtors with medical hardships received higher percentage discharges (44\% vs. 22\%, \(p = .0002\)). Likewise, unemployed debtors (46\% vs. 25\%, \(p = .0005\)) and those over age sixty (66\% vs. 32\%, \(p = .0063\)) discharged greater percentages of student loan debt.

Interestingly, debtors without dependents discharged a higher percentage of student loan debt than debtors with dependents did (47\% vs. 24\%, \(p = .0116\)). To determine whether another factor was driving the dependents’ coefficient to point in the “wrong” direction, I examined the correlation between dependents and other variables. Primarily, I wanted to know if there was a high degree of correlation between being under the age of sixty and having dependents or between being married and having dependents. Since both of these categories (being younger than sixty and being married) were correlated with lower percent discharges of student loans, a high degree of correlation between dependents and either of these two attributes would suggest that they might be causing this unexpected outcome. Neither relationship provided support for that hypothesis. The correlation between being under the age of sixty and having dependents was 0.27, and the correlation between being married and having dependents was 0.35.

\textsuperscript{76}For cases classifying medical hardship as a “future inability” characteristic, see e.g., Oyler v. Educ. Credit Mgmt. Corp. (In re Oyler), 397 F.3d 382, 385-86 (6th Cir. 2005); Hafner v. Sallie Mae Servicing Corp. (In re Harrer), 303 B.R. 351, 356 (Bankr. S.D. Ohio 2003); Thoms v. Educ. Credit Mgmt. Corp. (In re Thoms), 257 B.R. 144, 149 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2001). At least one court has held that when a debtor claims that a medical condition is causing undue hardship, the court should rely heavily on the debtor’s word. Corroborating expert testimony is not necessary. See In re Mosley, 494 F.3d 1320, 1325 (11th Cir. 2007).

\textsuperscript{77}Employment is arguably categorized as both a current inability and a future inability factor.

\textsuperscript{78}Because the percent discharges in my sample are not normally distributed, my data does not satisfy the assumptions necessary to use a t-test. Therefore, I employ the nonparametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test. For a more detailed explanation of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, see generally MYLES HOLLANDER & DOUGLAS A. WOLFE, NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICAL METHODS (1973).
As it stands, I do not have a theoretical reason for why debtors without dependents manage to discharge a greater percentage of student loans. Fortunately, we should not be too worried since, after I control for other factors in later regressions, the dependents variable loses its statistical significance.

The table also contains several factors that, although not directly related to a debtor’s future inability to repay, may nonetheless be expected to have some effect on the amount of relief obtained. These are whether (1) the case ended in settlement or at trial, (2) the debtor’s disposable income was less than zero, (3) the debtor was represented by an attorney, (4) the debtor was male, (5) the debtor cosigned the student loan for another person, and (6) the lead case was a Chapter 7 or Chapter 13 filing. I included these variables for the following reasons: first, whereas a settlement generally falls in the middle ground, a trial verdict is more likely to be an all-or-nothing outcome; second, a debtor with negative disposable income has insufficient money to pay off his lenders; third, attorneys are generally thought to increase their clients’ likelihood of success; fourth, given the large disparity in filing rates between men and women, determining if there is gender bias in outcomes would show whether outcome discrimination is a potential causal factor; fifth, judges may be more lenient when a person cannot pay debts incurred for the benefit of another than when that person cannot pay debts incurred for his own benefit; and finally, since someone who files Chapter 13 intends to confirm a plan and repay a percentage of his debts, judges may be less willing to discharge student loans outright.
Figure 5: Percentage of Debt Discharged by Case Characteristics (Wilcoxon Rank Sum)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>z-statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical Hardship</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>43.69</td>
<td>3.734***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Medical Hardship</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21.85</td>
<td>(0.0002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24.75</td>
<td>-3.478***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>45.96</td>
<td>(0.0005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age = 60 years</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>65.95</td>
<td>2.730**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age &lt; 60 years</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32.12</td>
<td>(0.0063)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependents</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24.42</td>
<td>-2.524*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Dependents</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47.17</td>
<td>(0.0116)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>61.64</td>
<td>48.32</td>
<td>-2.133*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settlement</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>87.67</td>
<td>65.92</td>
<td>(0.0329)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25.81</td>
<td>1.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36.23</td>
<td>(0.0609)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposable Income &gt; 0</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29.30</td>
<td>-0.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposable Income = 0</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35.43</td>
<td>(0.3644)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate from School</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.64</td>
<td>-0.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Graduate</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34.03</td>
<td>(0.4333)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.98</td>
<td>0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32.64</td>
<td>(0.7956)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorney</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32.70</td>
<td>-0.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro Se</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34.63</td>
<td>(0.7964)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Loan = 7 Years</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36.71</td>
<td>0.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Loan &lt; 7 Years</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34.60</td>
<td>(0.8524)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan for Self</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32.61</td>
<td>-0.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan for Other</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34.65</td>
<td>(0.8579)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 7</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32.80</td>
<td>-0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36.60</td>
<td>(0.9537)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

Of these six measures, the only significant variable was whether the case ended in settlement or by trial verdict. Those debtors who settled discharged a higher percentage of debt than those who rolled the dice on a judge’s decision (88% vs. 62%, p = .0329).79

The final prong of the Brunner test requires the debtor to have made a good faith effort to repay the loan. Pardo and Lacey have recommended two variables to measure this requirement: whether the debtor (1) is employed or (2) has sought administrative relief before turning to the bankruptcy courts.

---

79This does not imply that the trial debtors should have pushed for a settlement. Since the Wilcoxon rank-sum test does not control for other factors, there may be additional differences between the two groups that account for the higher success of settlements.
Pardo and Lacey argue that, if a debtor is employed, it shows that he is making an effort to repay the loans. However, since so many outside factors govern employment, it is not a reliable measure of good faith repayment. For example, the variable does not indicate whether an unemployed debtor is actively looking for work, and such information is generally not found within the bankruptcy filings, although it may come out at trial. Additionally, the good faith effort prong requires courts to look at the debtor’s past actions. Current employment status is irrelevant as to whether the debtor made a good faith effort to repay student loans in the past. Finally, given employment’s close association with financial well-being, employment is more indicative of a debtor’s current and future inability to repay than of a debtor’s good faith effort to repay.

The second variable, which deals with administrative relief, is a better measurement of good faith effort to repay. By seeking this type of non-judicial relief, the debtor provides evidence that he has attempted to work with his creditors to create a manageable repayment plan. Unfortunately, very few adversary proceedings contain enough information to code whether the debtor sought administrative relief.

Because of these shortcomings, I did not use either of Pardo and Lacey’s suggested variables. Instead, I created a binary variable that takes a value of one if the debtor last borrowed student loans at least seven years before the filing date of the adversary proceeding and a value of zero otherwise. The theory supporting this variable choice comes from the belief that a debtor who shoulders student loans for a number of years has made more of a good faith effort to repay than the debtor who files for bankruptcy shortly after borrowing student loans. I chose seven years as the cutpoint because, until 1998, Congress allowed all people to discharge student loans through the regular bankruptcy process, provided the loans were at least seven years old.81

There was no statistical difference in the percentage of debt discharged between debtors whose loans were at least seven years old and those whose loans were younger than seven years (37% vs. 35%, p = .8524). Using different years as break-points produced similarly high p-values.

After seeing what variables were statistically significant in isolation, I set out to determine what variables remained statistically significant when other

80See Pardo & Lacey, supra note 12, at 218.
81Before the 1998 amendments, the undue hardship standard applied only to debtors whose loans did not meet the seven-year minimum. Compare P.L. 101-647, 104 Stat. 4865 (1990) (Student loans are dischargeable if they “first became due more than 7 years . . . before the date of the filing of the petition.”), with Higher Education Amendments of 1998; P.L. 105-244 (1998) (eliminating the seven year option and making undue hardship the only basis for discharging student loans).
factors are controlled for. Because I am analyzing what characteristics are predictive of obtaining a discharge, I opted to run ordered logistic regressions.

An ordered logistic regression is similar to a binary logistic regression. The primary difference is that, instead of requiring a dichotomous dependent variable, the regression employs an ordinal dependent variable. This allows me to divide the debtors into three groups: those who received no discharge (122), a partial discharge (29), and a full discharge (51).

Only three variables remained statistically significant across a wide variety of models (i.e., were robust to alternative specifications). These were (1) whether the debtor has a medical hardship, (2) whether the debtor is employed, and (3) the debtor’s income the year before filing bankruptcy. All coefficients pointed in the expected directions. Medical hardship is positively correlated with receipt of a discharge. Being employed and having a higher income in the year preceding bankruptcy are negatively correlated with receipt of a discharge.

Figure 6 shows the relative frequency with which debtors who have these characteristics fall into the three discharge categories. I also include whether the debtor is represented by an attorney because the lack of a significant difference is theoretically interesting.

As seen in Figure 6, medical hardship and employment status appear to be correlated with discharge outcome. Whereas seventy-three percent of people who did not have a medical hardship failed to receive any type of discharge, the same can be said about only forty-eight percent of debtors who had a medical hardship. Similarly, forty percent of unemployed debtors received a full discharge, but only sixteen percent of debtors with a job received a full discharge.

Whether one hires an attorney appears to have little correlation with discharge outcome. A comparison between the groups reveals that the relative frequencies with which each outcome is reached are quite similar.

Figure 6: Discharge Frequencies, by Regression Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>No Discharge</th>
<th>Partial Discharge</th>
<th>Full Discharge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical Hardship</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Medical Hardship</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorney</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro Se</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Year Income</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>$28,272</td>
<td>$20,072</td>
<td>$16,394</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to its non-categorical nature, for the variable Prior Year Income, rela-
tive frequencies are not listed. Instead, the mean income for debtors who fall in each of the discharge outcomes is displayed. The table shows that there is a clear and substantial dropoff in income as one proceeds from no discharge ($28,272) to partial discharge ($20,072) and, finally, to full discharge ($16,394).

With these descriptive statistics in mind, I now turn to the ordered logistic regressions in Figure 7. Model 1 reaffirms that, when taken alone, medical hardship is a strong predictor of whether a debtor will receive a discharge (p = .0002). To see whether certain medical conditions are more predictive of higher discharges than other medical problems are, I subdivided medical hardship into three categories\(^8\): (1) physical disability,\(^9\) (2) mental illness,\(^10\) and (3) chronic disease.\(^11\) As shown in model 2, all three variables are statistically significant.

To determine whether a medical problem’s severity had any influence, I categorized the medical hardships by severe and not severe. I classified as severe those debtors who claimed to have terminal illnesses or who were enrolled in the Social Security Total and Permanent Disability program.\(^12\) I placed debtors who did not meet either of these requirements into the not severe group.\(^13\) Surprisingly, there was not a statistically significant difference in outcomes between the two groups. Putting the severity and type of illness findings together, it appears that the mere existence of a medical condition may be the driving factor. Alternatively, judges might be using information not available on PACER (such as the debtor’s testimony or physical appearance) to classify severity differently than I did.

\(^{8}\)Only seven debtors fell into more than one category, and none fell into all three.

\(^{9}\)Forty debtors had a physical disability. Examples from my dataset include paraplegia, a crushed sciatic nerve, and physical injuries during the war in Iraq.

\(^{10}\)Twenty-eight debtors fell into this category. The most common mental illness was bi-polar disorder, which occurred eleven times. Other examples are clinical depression and post-traumatic stress disorder.

\(^{11}\)Forty debtors were in this grouping. Some chronic diseases from my sample include AIDS, cancer, and transverse myelitis.

\(^{12}\)Some examples from this group include terminal cancer, severe brain damage from an injury, and paraplegia.

\(^{13}\)Debtors in this category had osteoarthritis, hypertension, emphysema, and other similar conditions.
Figure 7: Ordered Logistic Regression Models of Case Characteristics on Student Loan Discharge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical Hardship</td>
<td>1.090***</td>
<td>0.822*</td>
<td>0.853**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.294)</td>
<td>(0.324)</td>
<td>(0.329)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.973***</td>
<td>-0.652*</td>
<td>-0.631*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.288)</td>
<td>(0.321)</td>
<td>(0.322)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Year Income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.017*</td>
<td>-0.017*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(thousands)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorney</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.248</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.385)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Disability</td>
<td>1.083**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.360)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Illness</td>
<td>1.025*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.399)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic Disease</td>
<td>0.863*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.361)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept 1</td>
<td>1.016</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>-0.164</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>-0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.227)</td>
<td>(0.216)</td>
<td>(0.220)</td>
<td>(0.360)</td>
<td>(0.447)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept 2</td>
<td>1.722</td>
<td>1.694</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.248)</td>
<td>(0.239)</td>
<td>(0.224)</td>
<td>(0.365)</td>
<td>(0.449)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>367.589</td>
<td>370.467</td>
<td>369.486</td>
<td>343.983</td>
<td>345.571</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

The dependent variable “Student Loan Discharge” takes a value of 0 if the debtor received no discharge, a value of 1 if the debtor received a partial discharge, and a value of 2 if the debtor received a full discharge. The parentheses contain standard errors.

Model 3 shows that unemployed debtors are significantly more likely to receive discharges (p = .0007). Model 4 builds upon previous models by combining medical hardship with employment status and prior year income. Each of these variables is statistically significant. Debtors are more likely to receive student loan discharges if they have a medical hardship (p = .0112), are unemployed (p = .0422), or have a lower prior year income (p = .0152). As seen by its AIC score, Model 4 is also the best model.

Before drawing any additional conclusions, I must first test whether the regression results suffer from multicollinearity. A basic assumption of logistic regression is that the independent variables are not highly correlated. If this assumption is not met, the coefficients for the individual predictors will be less reliable and the error terms will increase. This makes it hard to accurately assess the importance of each independent variable in predicting the outcome. Because several of the variables in my analysis (especially medical hardship, employed, and prior year income) seem like they could be highly...
correlated, checking for multicollinearity is especially important. To test for this problem, I calculated the tolerance and variance inflation factor (VIF) for each of the independent variables. Figure 8 displays the results.

The findings should alleviate any concern that the regression models suffer from multicollinearity. If the variables were completely uncorrelated, tolerance and VIF would equal one. As such, values close to one indicate that multicollinearity is not a problem. The square root of VIF shows the small effect that correlation among the independent variables had on the size of their standard errors. Medical Hardship and Employed’s standard errors are ten percent larger than if the independent variables had been completely uncorrelated, and the standard errors for Prior Year Income and Attorney are a mere one percent larger. Both of these values are quite low and indicate that correlation between the independent variables is not adversely affecting the estimation.

Figure 8: Tolerance and Variance Inflation Factor of Regression Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>VIF</th>
<th>Square Root of VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical Hardship</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Year Income</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorney</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now that the issue of multicollinearity has been evaluated, it is possible to draw some firmer conclusions regarding the ordered logistic regressions. Notably, the models suggest that people who meet the first two prongs of the Brunner test receive discharges at higher rates. The prior year income variable is indicative of one’s current inability to repay, the medical hardship variable is indicative of one’s future inability to repay, and the employment variable speaks to both the current and future inability prongs. The variable I used (years since debtors borrowed their student loans) as a proxy for the third part of the Brunner test was not statistically significant. This does not mean that courts do not take into consideration whether a debtor made a good faith effort to repay his student loans. As mentioned before, judges may look at other factors such as whether a debtor has pursued administrative remedies or whether a debtor is actively seeking employment. Unfortunately, the data to code these variables is not available on most bankruptcy dockets.

Model 5 in Figure 7 shows that even after I controlled for other variables, there was no statistical difference ($p = .5195$) in outcome between debtors with attorneys and those without attorneys. This is an encouraging
finding for the 99.9 percent of debtors who do not attempt to discharge their student loans. If the cost of hiring an attorney is deterring them from pursuing a discharge, they should consider filing pro se. Debtors who took that path were just as successful as debtors who had the aid of an attorney.

As mentioned above, the regressions show that the variables Medical Hardship, Employed, and Prior Year Income are associated with receipt of a discharge. However, the logistic regression table does not provide a quick way to determine just how predictive these variables are. The predicted probabilities presented in Figure 9 serve this role.

Figure 9: Predicted Probability of Receiving a Student Loan Discharge, by Debtor Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Hardship</th>
<th>No Discharge</th>
<th>Partial Discharge</th>
<th>Full Discharge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The estimates are for debtors whose income was at the poverty line ($10,210) the year before they filed bankruptcy.

The table shows that employment and medical status have substantial predictive power. At one extreme, a debtor who is employed and lacks a medical hardship has a seventeen percent chance of receiving a full discharge but a seventy-one percent chance of getting no discharge. Reversing those characteristics so the debtor is unemployed and has a medical hardship drastically changes the predicted probabilities. Such a debtor is three times as likely to get a full discharge (46%) and would only come away without any type of discharge on thirty-six percent of the occasions.

These variables appear to be less important in determining when a partial discharge will be granted. Given the broad range of possible outcomes grouped in the partial discharge category, this is not particularly surprising. Indeed, debtors in my sample represent this wide spectrum, having had their loans reduced from anywhere between sixteen percent and ninety-seven percent of their total educational debt. Nonetheless, Figure 9 shows that two characteristics of a debtor (employment and medical status) have a substantial effect on the predicted outcome of student loan discharge cases.

III. IMPLICATIONS

From academics and judges to consumer advocates and journalists, much of the bankruptcy community has mounted a two-pronged attack against the undue hardship standard, arguing that it is too burdensome and applied in-
This paper has provided empirical evidence against both of these criticisms. Nonetheless, an important question remains: why do so few people in bankruptcy attempt to discharge their student loans? A couple reasons likely account for this phenomenon. First, the view that student loan discharges are nearly impossible to obtain may be a self-fulfilling prophecy. As mentioned earlier, journalists and academics have long asserted that it is nearly impossible to meet the undue hardship standard. If debtors take these comments to heart and believe that their chances of success are trivial, they will be less likely to attempt to discharge their educational debt. Judges grant so few discharges simply because they hear so few student loan cases. Unfortunately, with judges granting so few discharges, commentators feel even more justified in arguing that the undue hardship requirement is too harsh. Thus, the cycle continues. The data dispel the myth that it is nearly impossible to discharge educational debt. Thirty-nine percent of debtors who filed an adversary proceeding received a full or partial discharge.

A second reason that people may choose not to pursue discharges is that they do not have money to pay an attorney. Because the adversary proceeding is essentially a trial, debtors may believe that they need an attorney in order to win. Quite reasonably, they do not think they will be able to represent themselves against a large company such as Sallie Mae or Wells Fargo. My study, however, shows that a debtor can be successful without an attorney. In fact, after controlling for other factors, I found that there was no statistical difference in outcome between pro se debtors and debtors represented by an attorney.

Whatever the reason, the largest flaw in the system is not the undue hardship requirement itself. The problem is that debtors are not informed about the actual workings of the discharge process. Although most academics would welcome the end of the undue hardship requirement, they should step back and consider whether the standard’s existence is truly burdening many debtors. The answer seems to be “no.” A debtor cannot obtain a discharge if he never asks for one, and 99.9 percent of student loan debtors in bankruptcy fail to ask for one. Instead of criticizing the undue hardship requirement, scholars, policymakers, and consumer advocates could help many more people by informing them both that courts grant a large percentage of student loan discharge requests and that many debtors are successful without the help of a lawyer.

To produce a conservative estimate of just how many people such an

---

88 See supra text accompanying notes 19 and 20.
89 This, of course, is only a correlational, not a casual, finding. Nonetheless, such a finding provides reason for debtors who cannot afford an attorney to be more optimistic about their prospects for obtaining a discharge.
informational campaign could help, I calculated the number of non-discharge seekers who (1) have a medical hardship, (2) are unemployed, and (3) earned less income in the year before filing for bankruptcy than the median discharge seeker earned. I chose these three measures because, as discussed above, they were the variables that produced the best model.

Relying upon data from the Consumer Bankruptcy Project, I determined that 7.2 percent of non-discharge seekers met all three of these requirements and 21.9 percent met two. In 2007, there were 238,446 student loan debtors who filed for bankruptcy. Knowing this allowed me to calculate that slightly more than 17,000 (7.2%) student loan debtors were worse off than the median discharge seeker in my sample on the three measures most predictive of receiving a discharge and another 52,000 (21.9%) were worse off in two of the three measures. Given that thirty-nine percent of the debtors in my sample received a discharge, these 69,000 debtors would have been good candidates to obtain relief. Nonetheless, less than three hundred actually attempted to discharge their student loans. Consider that again. There were 69,000 student loan debtors in bankruptcy who would have had a good chance to discharge their student loans, but less than three hundred even attempted to do so.

This dearth of petitioners speaks to another aspect of the system: student loan creditors get paid. After paying loan collection agencies, the U.S. Department of Education recovers approximately eighty-five percent of student loans in default based on present value.90 Because most student loans are guaranteed by the federal government, Congress’s undue hardship requirement saves American taxpayers more than four billion dollars a year.91 If student loans were placed on the same level as normal debts, non-discharge seekers would have automatically had their educational loans wiped out.

Educational loans that are backed by the federal government should not be as easily dischargeable as regular debts.92 At the same time, the process should not appear so daunting that it dissuades all but a handful of debtors from pursuing a discharge. If more debtors want discharges, they should file adversary proceedings and prove undue hardship. This will allow the courts

---

90 See Melissa Korn, Government Sees High Returns On Defaulted Student Loans, WALL ST. J. (Jan. 4, 2011), http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704723104976061953842079760.html. Interestingly, the federal government may actually profit from debtors who default on their student loans. Id. (“[T]he government stands to earn $2,010.44 more in interest from a $10,000 loan that defaulted than if it had been paid in full over a 20-year term, and $6,522.00 more than if it had been paid back in 10 years.”).  
91 I arrived at this number by multiplying the total number of non-discharge seekers (238,141) by the average educational debt of non-discharge seekers ($20,120).  
92 It is important to note that although private student loans are not federally guaranteed, they are still subject to the undue hardship discharge requirement. Since taxpayers are not footing the bill for private loan defaults, it makes little sense to grant them special status. Debtors should be able to discharge private student loans via normal bankruptcy procedures.
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to sort out the debtors who have no ability to repay their loans from those debtors who can repay at least a portion. At present, it is unwise to eliminate a provision that saves billions of dollars. My point, however, is not meant to diminish the burdens carried by many debtors. On the contrary, each year, tens of thousands more non-discharge seekers should be attempting to discharge their student loans.

CONCLUSION

For years, commentators have derided the undue hardship requirement as too burdensome and attacked courts for applying the standard in an inconsistent manner. The real problem, it turns out, is that debtors simply are not pursuing student loan discharges. So few discharges are granted, not because judges set the bar too high, but rather, because so few people request relief. This study showed that only 0.1 percent of student loan debtors in bankruptcy file an adversary proceeding in an attempt to discharge their educational debts. This statistic is surprising for three main reasons.

First, many debtors who do not try to discharge their loans are in dire financial positions. Second, courts grant discharges to nearly forty percent of discharge seekers. Third, many debtors are successful without the aid of an attorney.

This study also showed that courts are not granting relief in an indiscriminate manner. People who received discharges differed from people who were denied discharges in three respects: successful debtors (1) were more likely to have a medical hardship, (2) were less likely to be employed, and (3) had lower annual incomes the year before they filed bankruptcy.

Rather than condemn the undue hardship requirement, members of the bankruptcy community should encourage debtors with legitimate need to file adversary proceedings even if they cannot hire an attorney. Courts are willing to grant discharges. The problem is that few people are asking for them.

* * *
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